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POETRY

COMMENT

IF A POEM IS LIKE A PICTURE,
A HISTORY OF POETRY LIKE?

WHAT'S

A History ofModern Poetry:Modernism and After, by David Perkins.
The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press. $25.00
Reading literaryhistory has a certain resemblance to pressing the
SEARCHbutton on a compact disk player: Beethoven's Ninth zooms
by in fiveminutes. The pitch is right and one catches some of the
themes,but itall seems to have a strangenew meaning and character.
Is it insight-or chaos come again?
But if reading literaryhistory seems odd, writing ithas got to be
traumatic. For today's literaryhistorian begins by discovering that
he is in themiddle of an identity crisis, both public and private.
Indeed, "Who am I?" and "What is truth?"must be his firstques
tions. In the innocent past, itmight have been possible to pretend
one was simply a scribe of themuses. You summoned Clio, took a
fewgulps of sack, or threwsome rottenapples intoyour desk drawer,
and thenyou could feel like a vessel of theLord. You told it like it
was (stylishly,of course), knowing all along thatNature and Homer
were the same. But today, apples are sprayedwith carcinogenic Alar;
sack is at best questionable (what with the sulfites and all); and
Hayden White, Norman Holland, Michel Foucault, FredricJameson,
Gayatri Spivack, Rosalind Krauss, Sacvan Bercovitch, Sandra Gil
bert, Paul de Man, and God knows who else are lurking-dead or
alive-behind the arras, ready to give you a drubbing or a trashing,
impugn your motives, deride your point of view, denounce you as
a patriarch, a fascist, or, what isworse, a bourgeois saturatedwith
evil and unconscious ideology. Nature and Homer may have once
been the same. But today's sole axiomatic isomorphism, itwould
seem, is: "Everything is political."
How can a poor literaryhistorian escape blame in such a savage
milieu? If there is no privileged stance, no unmediated reality,no
point of view that resembles God's, no "correct" politics (except
Critic X's), what would be thewisest path in an environment in
which wisdom is only another supreme fiction?To take up the
prevailing and noisiest ideology, theone thatfor amoment isdrown
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ing out all the others and will put you onto page one of Telos?Or
towing it alone, while invoking a pox on all theirhouses?
David Perkins has more or less chosenMethod Number Two, but
he doesn't think itworth theeffortto invoke poxes. He doesn't have
to. One of themany distinctions of his history is that he doesn't
give any of these criticsmore of a toehold than is useful forhis own
purposes. He doesn't even invoke most of theirnames. (Can you
believe a book without Derrida in the index?No Foucault or Al
thusser?No Bahktin? Not even a little aerie forTerry Eagleton?)
Has he even read them?Most likely, for he seems to have read
everything; or else he's an even greater virtuoso than he appears to
be. But why give these dictatorsmore power than they've already
got? Isn't taste totalitarianenough thesedays? Have you checked the
notes and bibliographies of the articles in any recentPMLA? They
are all the same, whether the subject is "The Pardoner's Tale" or
The Golden Bowl. Perkins has made the smarter choice: he uses what
he likes, employs current ideaswhen they suit him, doesn't embrace
any schools or gurus-and if he can't use them, he consigns them
to perdition through benign neglect. Slavish trendiesmay see all of
this as a reactionary sign; but, in the case of someone who knows
as much as Perkins, it's not reaction, it's revolution.
The negative side to this is that Perkins has avoided notes and
bibliography in the interestof readability. If he does not happen to
identifya source in the syntheticweb of his text, it is very difficult
to find out what it is. His book would be much more useful if it
could serve as a startingpoint for furtherexploration; but without
references, the readerwill not know where to look next. Perkins,
however, has prepared us for this in his firstvolume, A History of
Modern Poetry: From the1890s to theHigh Modernist,Mode, published
in I976:
This book iswritten both for the general public and for stu
dents.Many of thepoets andmovements it takesup have been
discussed at fargreater length inworks devoted to them as a
special subject; on some thereare hundreds of books andmon
ographs. I am enormously indebted to these specialized stud
ies, but itwould be idle to hope that the authors of themwill
be completely satisfiedby my synoptic treatment.
Yet, here too is another of thisbook's strengths-it really iswritten
for fleshand blood readers. Its twelve hundred pages (each volume
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has about half) not only canlbe, but ought to be read through from
start to finish, for there is a story to be told anid a plausible onlC.
While itmay be used as a referenice
book, in reality it is a conltinlUOUS
narrative created to be readable, cingaginig,elilightcninig.P-erkinls's
wit and insight,
serviceable prose, which sometimes rises to inispired
is amodel of clarityand unpreten-tiousnIess,
withoutjargon, bombast,
or so much as a "valorize," though it does have a few quirks of its
owIn. For a certain sort of critic,however, readability is vulgar, inifra
diq, a sop for the rabble. In Tue New York Review ofBooks ofMay

28, 1987, forexample, Keith Thomas-an Oxford don-reviewing
Gertrude Himmelfarb's latestcollectioniof essays is impelled tomake
a disclaimer: "The literarymerits of Professor Himmelfarb's work
are obvious. . . . She writes with exceptional lucidity . . . as onlC
who iswell-read rather thandeeply learned [!J.She does not disdain
to draw most of her evidenice from standard biographies or easily
to offer
accessible texts; and she has relatively littlenlCw infornmationthose already familiarwith the period. But although her essays are
not works of original scholarship . . ." This is a very familiarcomic
routinieamonig a certainiclass of academics who still believe in the
eternal verities. OneC of these verities is that there is a thing called
"scholarship" that is serious, sacred, primal, waltzes to the same
tunes as divinity itself,and is generally of value beyond question.
texts occupies a much
Fiidinig "nlCw informationi"from iniaccessible
holier place in itshicrarchy thani
merely being enlightenling,making
sCenseof data, altering conlsciousnlCss,or being worth reading. (And
do inaccessible texts become worthless onlcC they are made acces
sible?) Since Perkins's book probably has little or nothing that is
"nlew" in it, for thiskind of critic it goes without saying that it is
a second-order production, in theway thatSamuelJohnson's works
are inferior to those of Lewis Theobald.
But Perkins's history has already been criticized for givinig insuf
ficientattention to the causative role of social forcesupon themen
talities, interests,and styles of twentieth-cen-tury
writers. While al
to
luding Darwin, Marx, Freud, and Nietzsche, he does not discuss
them at length,nor does he have a theoryof the influenceof history
and social institutionson human behavior. Although these forces are
present as part of his account, he does not go so far as to make
precise claims about their effects on the incarnatedworks he dis
cusses. In a recent and searching essay about the problems facing
literaryhistorians ("Rewriting theHistory of American Literature,"
The New Criterioni,
November i986), James Tuttleton examines old,
new, and forthcoming histories of American literature in order to
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point out the obstacles presented to their authors by this problem
of "critical" historiography (in theFrankfortSchool sense). He de
scribes how Lawrence Buell, in his recentNew England LiteraryCul
ture,spends considerable energy trying to outwit potential critics by
firstbowing toMarx-sts, feminists,minorities, Continental theo
rists, etc., and then going about the business that really interests
him, hoping to avoid censure forbeing old-fashioned. Tuttleton then
expresses his doubts about the forthcoming Cambridge History of
American Literature,edited by Sacvan Bercovitch and written by a
team of expertswho threaten to unmask American ideological fic
tionlsin theMarxist-historical manner, quoting Bercovitch as saying
that the literarywork "can no more transcend ideology than an
artist'smind can transcendpsychology."
Perkins, whatever censure he may receive, has made a wise de
cision to limithis treatmentof the influenceof social and ideological
forces (apart from the fact that he probably does not subscribe to
any of the reigning ideologies), for in the course of two volumes he
is fullypreoccupied in providing accounts ofmore than threehundred
poets. As the sole author of a lengthyhistorymeant to be read as
narrative, he would otherwise not only have distended his story to
a dimension more suited to team-writtenreferenceworks; he would
have risked the even greater censure that inevitably accompanies
histories unabashedly ideological, since even ideologically disposed
criticsnever approve of anyone's ideology but theirown. One need
only recall the case of PeterGay's recentFreud-dominated treatments
of Victorian domesticity and the derision theyhave provoked from
criticswho regard Freudian psychology as obsolete. (Amusingly,
Bruce Bawer has actually criticizedPerkins for trying too hard to be
politically "correct," forplacating women, blacks, etc. For instance,
"He isnotably lenienton the left-wingOxford poets and more than
a bit hard on the reactionaryFugitives.") Bercovitch's remark about
the impossibilityof transcendingeither ideology or psychology im
plies more than he might agree to if pressed: namely, that dealing
with social forces is as speculative as dealing with psychologicalones.
Instead of tracing a putative connection between ametaphorical un
conscious and a metaphorical self,Marxisant history traces similar
speculative connections between metaphorical epistemes and meta
phorical historical agents. If a reader happens to be a nonbeliever,
the connections can look cripplingly tendentious, ifnot bizarre. Per
kinsmaintains considerable distance fromsuch a vulnerable procedure.
Instead ofjust warbling his nativewoodnotes wild, however, Per
kins faces thematter of historical forceshead-on inhis firstvolume:
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Darwin, Freud, Marx, Nietzsche, and Frazer are commonly
cited as pillars of cloud and fire thatwent before themodern
mind in itswandering. And the outcome of all this, the ar
gument goes, was thebuilding up of a new, specificallymod
ern awareness -new
topics and ways of thinking,new emo
tions, in short, a new "reality"-which had to be expressed
inpoetry. In a generalway this isundeniable. But thesechanges
took place gradually over a long period of time.They do not
explain why the "renaissance" in poetry came when it did;
neither do theyexplain why it came more as a revolution than
as a slow, continuous transition.To account for these facts
one must keep inmind theextent towhich poetic conventions
control how and what a poet writes.
Minimally concerned, despite Bawer, with being politically cor
rect, Perkins has instead restrictedhis speculations tomatters that
can be corroborated by his readers. Through the use of enormous
quantities of early editions of poems, of literaryhistories, letters,
published criticism,biographies, andmemoirs, hemakes claimswhose
truthor falsity can be checked by reading the poems themselves.
Did Hart Crane's befriending of Allen Tate have an effecton Tate's
own poetry?Did Yvor Winters imitate thepoems ofWilliam Carlos
Williams? There is at least a hope that these claims can be empirically
verified. And the reader can do the job for himself,without spec
ulative theories.
Yet itwould be misleading to give the impression that Perkins
does not relate the productions of his poets to the social and ideo
logical forces surrounding them.He is, in fact,making such asso
ciations all the time:
"Moloch," as Allen Ginsberg calls it, is the vast, entrenched
systemof economic, political, and ideological power: thegov
ernment, armed forces, police, business corporations, labor
unions, and media. Disgust and fearof this and itsmanifes
tations are voiced by approximately half of our contemporary
poets; the others are not of an opposite opinion, but are too
urbane in style or too personal in subjectmatter to voice such
emotions directly and strongly.But of course "Moloch" seems
quite impervious to the fulminations of poets. As one of a
huge population, caught like everyone else in the toils of his
tory,of the bureaucratic state, and of the large institutions in
which we work, shop, and amuse ourselves, the poet cannot
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feel thathis or her ideas and desiresmake any difference.What
we experience as our own ideas and desires may, in any case,
have been instilled in us by propaganda and advertising.
the trumpets and drums of an Eagleton or the tortured,
sardonic prose of an Adorno, a passage like this can nonetheless do

Without

itswork. En passant are wry remarks about matters like Robert
Lowell's conversion toCatholicism and subsequent defection:
Lowell's conversion followed upon hard reading and thinking,
and hismotivations were notmodish, yet a historianmay note
thatboth Lowell's vision of evil and his conversion were in
keeping with a trendamong intellectuals in the 1940s. Lowell's
faithgradually waned.
After roughly 1950God no longer
existed inLowell's universe, though he sometimesmentioned
Him unfavorably.
Avoiding the ostentatious self-congratulations of today's messianic
ideologues, Perkins simply goes about his business without
grandiosity.
Yet with all his neutrality and avoidance of programmatic proc
lamations. Perkins does have a point of view, which he isnot at pains
to conceal. In keeping with his remark about poetic conventions
controlling how and what a poet writes, he says in connection with
"Poetry depends much more on imagination,
intelligence,and sensitivityto language thanon personal experience."
Or to put it another way, Perkins's history of poetry is a history of
poetry, that is, an account of thedevelopment of an art form as seen
from the environs of theworkshop. A psycho-biologist might sug
Archibald MacLeish,

gest that thepoet's high comes frombreathing in toomuch nitrogen
dioxide from the ambient pollution, whereas the poet believes he is
singing0 Altitudos to theMystic Rose and itsmessage formankind.
Perhaps the real source of the poet's song is photochemical smog,
just as the real source ofMarxisant historiographymay be pesticide
residues on the zucchini. (Didn't toxic fumes in coal mines make
canaries chirp?) Still, there is such a thing as the story of poetry as
an art, just as there is a similar story about thewriting of history.
Would thewhole traditionof The Aeneid as sublime poetic model
be any the less operative if itcould be shown thatVirgil's art sprang
from the leaden drinking cups that pickled the brains of Roman
society?Without liftingup the veil of maya, it's still good to know
what people believe they are doing, whether they are in fact doing
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itor not. And in theworld of poetry-writing, those beliefs are called
poetics. Thus, a history of modern poetry.
These thingsbeing so, what doeshappen when Perkins presses the
SEARCH button for his particular compact disk?What, after all, is
the fast-forwardstory of modern poetry?
To begin with, thestory isnot all thatfast.Twelve hundred pages,
threehundred poets-even thedevoted reader has only one lifetime
to spend on this.But Perkins has done what a historianmust do
imposed order on his materials and given us a story about Modern
ism,where it came from, and what has become of it.As he sees it,
outdated Romantic and Victorian conventions of poetry and morals
were increasinglyevaded before the century's end by amigration of
writers to prose and the novel. What was leftof thewill-to-poetry
began to be reanimated inEngland under the influenceof theFrench
symbolists. Perkins's firstvolume traced theways inwhich thefitn
de siecleEnglish aesthetes and decadents turned from bourgeois mo
rality,personal utterance, and public patriotism to a concern with
beauty, form, art forart's sake-in a word, to the ideals of Pater and
Wilde. This emphasis on form and craft carried poetry furtherstill
from thepopularity ithad enjoyed in the earlier nineteenth century,
setting thewriter apart from the common reader and confining him
to a readership of alienated 6lite, while themass audience bought
novels and, eventually, would turn to themovies, radio, and TV.
Because American poetry did not go through the equivalent of an
I89os rebellion, Perkins sees American Modernism as a slightly de
layed phenomenon but one involving even stronger reactions against
a genteel tradition thathad not yet been weakened by avant-gardism.
The beginnings of thisAmerican protest are traced in the poems of
writers likeEdwin Arlington Robinson and Stephen Crane.
Before the forces thatPerkins refers to as highModernism began
to take over, however, another period of "poetry in rapportwith a
public" was made possible by such major creative figures as Yeats,
Hardy, and Frost, as well as theGeorgian poets and War Poets in
England. But by 1912,HarrietMonroe's foundingof Poetrysuddenly
provided a forum for theeruptionofmodernist discontent thatproved
irreversible. In a stimulating chapter about littlemagazines, Perkins
examines themyriad changes thatwere taking place in the style,
subject matter, and manifestoes of "advanced" poets and theways
inwhich these pioneer periodicals shaped new and more specialized
audiences forpoetry. Indeed, Perkins at one point remarks that"po
etry in themodern world has become so self-conscious and spe
cialized that it is in danger of sealing itselfoff from life," but this
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was a fear thateventually began to haunt many of the poets them
selves. The concluding sections of Perkins's firstvolume-after dis
cussions of Imagism (especially via the influenceof Pound and Amy
Lowell), of black poets of America, and of post-WorldWar Ipoets
take up the early careers of Pound, Eliot, Williams, Stevens, and
Yeats. These solid chapters,with theirmixture of biography, reports
on criticism, extremely sensitive readings of poems, and intimations
of futuredevelopments, reach an inspired culmination in Perkins's
rich, detailed, and sympathetic account of T. S. Eliot through the
period of The Waste Land.
Modernism and After, Perkins's second and concluding volume,
begins with Eliot's later career. Inevitably, as therehad been some
forecasting inVolume I, there is periodically some backtracking to
gather up the earlier threads. (It is hard to think thatany completely
satisfactory structure could be found for an enterprise such as this
one, where poets need to be treated several times under different
rubrics.) "The principal theme of the present volume," Perkins be
gins, "is the continuing effortof poets since the 1920S tomodify or
break away from thehighModernist style." By highModernist style
he means archetypicallyEliot and concretely The Waste Land, which
he regards as the singlemost influentialpoem of our century:
For twenty-fiveyears T. S. Eliot exercised an authority in the
world not possessed by anywriter before him formore
literary
than a century. By the end of the I920S his poetry was an
inescapable influenceon younger poets, and his criticismshaped
theirwork even more pervasively, ifonly because they read
the authors he praised. Twenty years later, The Waste Land
was stillwidely regarded as themost radical and brilliant de
velopment ofModernist poetry.
Though one poet afteranother tried to resist this influence,Eliot's
presence was not easily shaken off. For the high Modernist style
"embodied a major access of reality,both in its subjectmatters and
in the complexity of itsperspectives, and itwas also formally chal
lenging and proficient in the highest degree." Thus, whatever the
poets "said in manifestoes, in their hearts they have been unable
either to accept or to refuse the stylistic legacy" that they inherited:
to accept

itwas

to be an epigone

and

to reject

itwas

to seem

shallow.

The development of thisstory inevitablyplaces theNew Criticism
at the center, forNew Critical techniqueswere designed explicitly
to cope with the complexities of a poem like The Waste Land aswell
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as the literarytastes and discriminations to be found inEliot's owIn
criticism,with its predispositions to French symbolist and English
metaphysical poetry. As the critical influence spread from Eliot's
essays to I. A. Richards, William Empson, F. R. Leavis, and then
to theAmerican group now known as theFugitives, includingRan
som, Tate, andWinters, New Criticism eventually came to be the
unquestioned orthodoxy of the academy, not only for professor
critics and students, but for the poets themselves:
Having been taught to explicate, the young poets were expli
cating for themselves theirown poems in theprocess of writ
ing them. They composed with the same kind and intensity
of "reading" that their readerswould in turn bring to bear.
Wordsworth used to argue that every great poet must create
the tasteby which he is to be enjoyed, but Lowell, Berryman,
Nemerov, andmany another startingout were tryingto create
great poems to fit a taste that already existed. To the extent
that they succeeded, recognition came instantly.This agree
ment between the producers and consumers of a style is a
normal featureof the academic in art. As this state of affairs
continued into the 1950s, theNew Criticism established itself
more firmlyas an academic orthodoxy, and thedesire to break
with itbecame more intense.
By the time of the Sixties and theVietnam war, "The style of
poetry that had been fostered by theNew Criticism now seemed
lifelessand remote from reality,and young poets looked about for
new ways of writing," while older ones underwent radical shifts
away from theirprevious formalist styles. Itwas this retreat from
Eliot thatPerkins finds responsible for thegreat resurgenceof interest
in Pound, Williams, and Stevens that began sometime before the
Vietnam war. Perkins responds to this revival by providing a second
and quite extensive treatmentof these poets, who had already been
dealt with in theirearlier phases inVolume I.His sympathies, how
ever, are so broad and deep, that he continually makes good the
promise of his introduction to exercise "critical judgments that are
many-sided, for in considering so many gifted poets, I cannot iden
tifywith only one or a few." And so, after outlining the harmful
effectsof theNew Criticism, he is impelled to add:
We should keep in mind, however, that if this poetry was
academic, it so idealized and manifested intelligence that it
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remained admirable even when it ceased to be interesting. If
thispoetry and criticism formed a new Genteel tradition,anal
ogous in some ways to thatof the later nineteenth century,
nevertheless, in contrast to theperiod ofWhitman, theGenteel
pole ofAmerican literaturenow attracted thestrongest talents.
And the artisticdiscipline of that style persists to the present
moment as an essential element in the greater poetry thathas
been written since, often by the same poets.
Much of Modernism and Afier, then, deals with the strophes and
antistrophes generated by theNew Criticism, polarities sometimes
presented as Open vs. Closed Form, Charles Olson vs. JohnCrowe
Ransom, early vs. laterLowell, and so on. Movements thatdo not
quite fit into this opposition-the Auden circle in theThirties, the
New Romanticism of Dylan Thomas, theConfessional Mode, fem
inistpoets, themore recent black poets of America, theMeditative
school of Ashbery and Ammons, etc.-are treated in chapters of
theirown, though even these branches ramify,after all, from the
same great rooted tree.
For all his receptivity to a very wide range of poets, Perkins can
be straightforwardlydisapproving when the need arises. So, after
noting thatAuden's late poems "are written for cultivated people to
enjoy without much effort,"he concludes his well-considered ac
count of Auden by freelyacknowledging "the fatal fact that, though
it is intelligent, amusing, graceful, and gracious, thiswork is not
very exciting." And while a profound admirer of Pound's Cantos,
he nonetheless finds "long stretches" of them "boring." Of Robert
Duncan he writes, "Since Imake a large claim forDuncan, I should
acknowledge plainly thathe can and often does write horribly.Many
passages are hopelessly vague, inert, rhetorical, empty, or cliched."
And after quoting a specimen line, he adds, "Edgar Guest would
hardly have put itdifferently."Similarly, though a supporter ofWil
liams, he sums up his opinion of Patersonby saying, "Readers of the
poem who consult theirown feelings as they read, rather than the
arguments of specialist defenders,will probably find that if they go
on to theend, thecause is conscience ratherthan interestor pleasure."
Interestor pleasure, indeed!Will Perkins be tarredand featheredby
the real scholars, who would never stoop to such soft-core senti
mentalities when only the "inaccessible" is trulyadmirable?
Other examiners of thishistorywill doubtless raisequestions about
theamount of space thatPerkins devotes to each poet, theevaluations
he makes of theirwork, his positioning of them in the evolution of
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Modernism, his readings of their aims and qualities. But a rather
differenttheme in this fast-forwardpicture has particularly engaged
my attention, namely thematter of poetic manifestoes: the state
ments, slogans, and programmatic claims about what poetry is or
should be. These agendas, though part of the stock-in-tradeof poets
since classical times, force themselveswith curious, even desperate
boldness upon the reader's attention in a swiftlymoving overview
like this one. Yeats's Blavatskian spooks who brought him images
forpoetry and midwifed A Vision and Eliot's somewhat more de
bonair spooks-classicism, royalism, and Anglo-Catholicism-pro
vide us with a bang-up beginning thatwould appear difficult to
match.
In contrast, Pound, in one of his more temperate early incarna
tions,wrote that"Poetry must be as well writtenas prose. Its language
must be a fine language, departing in no way from speech save by
a heightened intensity (i.e. simplicity). There must be no book,
words, no periphrases, no inversions."Williams toldHarrietMonroe
thatpoetrymust be "at anymoment subversive of life as itwas the
moment before." "The next step of theargument," Perkins remarks,
"could easily follow: 'Write carelessly,' says a voice in Paterson, 'so
thatnothing that isnot greenwill survive' " and he thencharacterizes
Williams's doctrines as "conceptual moilings." Laura Jackson be
lieved thatpoetry should uncover "reality as a whole," thatpoems
should be "precisely somewhere in precisely everywhere," while
Robert Graves hung much of his output upon themyth of theWhite
Goddess. Stevens spoke of supreme fictions and the power of the
imagination, but Perkins findshis essays "vague andmuddled." Rob
ert Lowell, as he underwent his transformationfromNew Critical
formalism to freeverse confessionalism, reported thathe had started
some of his poems in Life Studies "in very strictmeter, and I found
that . . . regularity just seemed to ruin the honesty of sentiment,
and became rhetorical; it said, 'I'm a poem.' " But Perkins reminds
us "that inpoetry 'life'must be an illusion produced by art." Charles
reaction toNew Critical perfectionwas "open form,"which

Olson's

focused on the speeding fluxof time, theunstable moment. "At least
in theory,"Perkins explains, "writing a poem was for these poets
not differentfrom any spontaneous act of living." Olson's instruc
tionswere "Get on with it,keep moving, keep in, speed, thenerves,
their speed, the perceptions, theirs, the acts, the split second acts,
the whole
one

business,

perception

must

keep

it moving

must

must

as fast as you

MOVE,

INSTANTER,

can,

citizen

. . .

ON ANOTHER!"

Perkins's summary of thepoetics ofOlson and theBlack Mountain
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casts light on a recurrentbit of dogma about

"nature" thatwe find throughout literaryhistory:

These poets sought a physiological justification for their line
breaks. Lineation follows, they argued, thewriter's natural
breathing; where the voice pauses forbreath, the line breaks.
says, "comes (I swear it) from the breath,
from the breathing of theman who writes it, at themoment

The line, Olson

that he writes." Upon such lineation these poets bestowed a
mystical sanction. Because it is determined by bodily pro
cesses, theyargued, breath rhythm is continuous with thedeep
nature inman as in all organic existence. "Whoever has rhythm,"
said Olson,

"has the universe."

Galway Kinnell's attempt to unitewith "nature" provided itsown
underlying poetics: "If you could keep going deeper and deeper,
you'd finallynot be a person . . . you'd be an animal; and if you
kept going deeper and deeper, you'd be a blade of grass or ultimately
perhaps a stone. And if a stone could read, [poetry]would speak for
it."And Robert Bly's position, recallingWilliams, was thatpoetry,
since itdoesn't emerge from the rationalmind, is not or should not
be written with craft. "American craft-talkhas been connected with
thepoem as a dead object, as a dead object and constructed. But the
whole genius of modern poetry lies in its grasp of flowing psychic
energy.
And completing a circle thatbegan with Yeats, we arrive at James
Merrill's Ouija board and the doctrines it generates. "Does Merrill
believe," asks Perkins, "that the dead continue to exist and com
municate with him through theOuija board? And that thereare, as
theOuija board states, nine stages of life after death? As elements
in an imaginativework, such propositions need cause no difficulty;
as beliefs of the author, they are incredible, and undermine our faith
inhis intelligence."Ten years earlier, in the firstvolume of his history,
speaking of Frost's skepticismof all beliefs, he had concluded: "Other
major writers of the twentieth century-Eliot, Joyce, Yeats, Law
rence-were committed to beliefs, but thebeliefs towhich theywere
committed do not always give one much confidence in the balance
of theirminds. If Frost was skeptical, or at least remarkably pro
visional and wary, he is also one of the few significantwriters of the
twentiethcenturywhose work seems consistently to preserve poise
and sanity of mind."
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What then is a readerof poetry tomake of all of thesemanifestoes,
provisions, proclamations, and tendentious poetics running the ga
mut from spooks to spontaneity, arcana to Anglicanism? What to
do with all of thisEnabling Moonshine? Was Plato right afterall
that the poet, to put it somewhat coarsely, is simply bananas?
Belief-systems have had a variety of flourishing periods in the
historyof theWest. Homer's gods gave good value while they lasted,
and even a littlebit of doubt didn't do much harm toGreek drama.
Imperial Rome, Christianity, the Enlightenment, Romanticism,
nineteenth-centuryscience-while these stabilitiesprovided a stance
fromwhich the poet (and everyone else) could speak, during their
rises and falls itwas always more difficult to find a foundation upon
to make vatic, or even common-sense, utterances. After
Wordsworth, a period of real trouble settled in, and except for a few
short-lived eruptions of certainty, like Nazism and Stalinism, this
trouble has shown little sign of simply going away. That Yeats had
to import ghosts to run hismachine did not bode well, even though
theghosts performed splendidly.But theyalso created serious prob
which

lems having to do with thecultural statusof thepoet/priest.Though
thepoems were sensational, aminimally judicious person would not
have been inclined to trustYeats with a plug nickel. Such distrust as
thismust ultimately cast a backshadow on the poetry and force a
separation between the esthetic and themoral thatwas by no means
necessary in the case ofWordsworth. What Wordsworth was really
talking about in The Preludemay have been completely inscrutable,
since he had mastered the cadences of thoughtwithout having real
mastery of thought itself.But if itwas ultimately sublime balderdash,
it inspired great trustand the readerwas apt to feel that though it
didn't make much rational sense once you began to look into it,
perhaps Wordsworth was on to something too deep for compre
hension. Wordsworth may have had his problems, but very few
readers have ever thoughtof him as a charlatan.
Eliot's failure of nerve, and his defection from responsibility to
his times by retreating into a theologicalMarie-Antoinettism (like
JerryFalwell and Ronald Reagan today,who are less toblame because
theirendowments are so painfully small), were an only too depress
ing harbinger of thegrave problems to be faced byModernism and,
now, by Postmodernism. We have moved from quiet to noisy des
peration, and advanced cases of thisdisease-shall we call itYeats's
Complaint?-can now be found even, perhaps especially, among the
critics and sages, as well as the poets. New belief systemsmust be
invented every year or two, likemanufactured articles, to keep the
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Gross IntellectualProduct moving along. The stunning brilliance of
a critic like Stanley Fish is tied to his uncanny ability to retool his
metaphysics and epistemology every few years-fish tailsout, sloped
hoods in-since without philosophical foundations it is not possible
to say a thing.
Nowadays, what we really expect not only from intellectualsbut
frommore ordinary people is opinion rather than belief. Beliefs are
residues from slow-moving or stable periods, when thingsheld still
long enough to get them into focus and one could at least pretend
that theywere heaven-sent. At present, beliefs are apt to seem signs
of stupidity rather thanwisdom. Opinions, on the other hand, can
be held just long enough to do theirwork-like
sexual fantasies
conducing to a climax-and once they have produced theirpayoff,
have enabled you to get iton, so to speak, theycan-indeed must
be discarded as intrinsicallyworthless. Poets need theirEnabling
Moonshine like everybody else. As long as one does not attempt to
trace the clews back toGod, no real harm is done, perhaps. So we
are told thatpoems must sound just like prose or, on the contrary,
must bear no relation to prose. They are supreme fictionsor, to put
it otherwise, they are indwellingNature itself.They must be very
carefully crafted or, perhaps, they should instead be tossed off like
entries in an artless notebook.
This Enabling Moonshine has a three-way relationship to the art
of poetry.With regard to the poems that it actually enables, they
can be undisputed masterpieces, as in the case ofYeats, whose poems
suffervery littlefromhis doctrines and might not even have existed
without them.With regard to the concept of the imputed author,
thevoice behind thepoems thatwe have inmind when we normally
say "Yeats," itdoes not have to present us with insuperable problems
as long as it is understood as the identifyingname for a poetry
producingmechanism, abstractand phantasmal, ratherthan thename
for an actual person in theworld. In the early nineteenth century,
Wordsworth could still successfully function as both living prophet
and imputed poet, at least until his lapse into Christianity, but by
the end of his era the split between these two roles became un
bridgeable. Tennyson was a master technician but otherwise pa
theticallyconfused, and Arnold's staturedoes not derive principally
from his poems. Yeats recognized the handwriting on thewall and
took direct and conscious measures to deal with it.His success was
remarkable-unless we try to turnhim into aWise Man.
With regard to any fleshand blood authorwho actually lived and
wielded the pen thatwrote the poems, he is hardlyworth thinking
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about because, even ifhe were alive, it is very improbable thatwe
would ever have to eat breakfastwith him, live in a house with him,
or watch him succumb to alcoholism and philandering. As far as
just about everyone in theworld is concerned except his intimates,
the carnal author is less real than his poetry or the imputed author
behind it. (Robert Frost's bad press does not appear to have done
much harm to his poems.) If he were frequently to appear on TV,
thedanger could arise of his becoming too "real" forhis own good.
But generally speaking, as anyone acquainted with a creative person
well knows, there is no clear-cut relationship between the person
the lawn and our experience of his created works. We
never "know" the author, just some oddball who writes poems.
Perkins iswell-equipped to cope with such profusions and con

who mows

tradictions since his sensibility can easily negotiate prosodic variety
without sacrificing a tough-minded skepticism of contrived poetic
theory.Nor is he frightenedby thepostmodern Fun House. Yet his
book ends suddenly, foregoing any grand summing up. Perhaps,
then, in the final reckoning, one might venture to say thatwhat is
lost by today's pluralism of opinion in the absence of belief is the
possibility of hierophantic utterance enjoyed by poets of yore. But
what, afterall, could today's hierophant possibly say thatwould not
throw us into fitsof hysterical laughter?
HA
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